Proposal of a Cloud Computing System for Management of Health Data
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ABSTRACT
The paper proposes a Cloud based model for the management of Health data of Patients. The records of the Patient will be centralized by storing them in a Cloud, where in the time of need the authorized Doctors will access the medical records of the Patients. The Patient’s medical record includes reports of the patient such as x-ray report, blood report, etc along with the prescription given by the various Doctors. The proposed model is designed to replace the existing medical record management system where the records are stored on a hard copy. The scalability and security are an important issue for health record management and hence are present in the proposed model of Cloud based health record management System known as Cloud based Health First which is built according to the relevant standards.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud based Health First is a Cloud data storage system where medical data of Patients are centralized. Medical records form an important part of the management of a Patient. Patient data include medical records of the patient that can be used for referral, as and when needed. It is important for Doctors and medical organizations to properly maintain the records of Patients so that patient records can be analyzed and better conduct can be planned accordingly. Also, the records will be a help in eliminating issues of medical carelessness.

The legal system relies mainly on documentary evidence in a situation where medical carelessness is assumed by the Patient or his/her relatives. In an accusation of negligence, this is very often the most important evidence deciding on the sentencing or acquittal of the Doctor. With the increasing use of medical insurance for treatment, the insurance companies also require proper record keeping to prove the Patient's demand for insurance for treatment, the insurance companies also require or acquittal of the Doctor. With the increasing use of medical carelessness.

The several medical reasons that encouraged us to develop this system is described in the next section.

2. MOTIVATION
Traditional method for storing medical records includes paper work such as prescription, books and various other reports. This method has several limitations at certain point and it is tedious. India is yet to embrace IT in every needed sector and hence still relies on paper to store for health care systems. Hence there is a need for systematic storage of medical data and history, in detail, of an individual from birth to death. Consider when someone visit a Doctor he/she may ask for the Patient previous medical records. The Doctor may expect the Patients to have all their history by heart or have all the necessary documents pertaining to their medical records with them. Many of the times it becomes difficult for the Patient to maintain these records or to by heart them. What if there is a system available that manages all the details and stores the details from prescription, operating details, patient history, physical examination, treatment plans, consent forms and other medical records at your fingertips? No need for the
Patient to maintain his/her medical records. In this paper the proposed model of Cloud data storage system helps to store all the Patient details regarding health, which will help the Patient as well as the Doctor to easily store and access his/her records and it can make Patients life hassle free and makes the Doctor task of diagnoses much easier. To overcome such problems, this paper proposes a method that is described in the subsequent section.

3. ARCHITECTURE
Cloud based Health First is a Cloud data storage System which handles medical records of the people. The purpose of this service is to digitize & centralized medical records. This service will implement an effective web application for medical records. The Figure1 present the architecture of Cloud based Health First System which includes the components namely cloud clients, Openshift cloud, Cloud Server and database.

**Fig 1: Architecture of Cloud Based Health First**

- **Cloud Clients:** The Cloud data storage System provides the GUI necessary for understanding and operating on the data. This webpage is generated in HTML5 and CSS3. The complete system interaction is managed with Django framework. The Openshift Cloud system interacts with the web pages and provides the necessary data from the Database.

- **Openshift:** Openshift Online is Red Hat’s public Cloud application development and hosting platform that automates the provisioning, management and scaling of applications.[4] Openshift is the Cloud platform on which the Django framework is loaded which handles the complete processing of the system. Other modules loaded on Openshift are, namely- Python, MySQL and phpMyAdmin.

- **Cloud Server:** Django handles the interaction between the Cloud Client and the database. Django is developed with python. It uses an admin and a staff model for development of a Proposed System in its environment. It acts as a middleware in this system.

- **Database:** The complete database is stored in MySQL. PhpMyAdmin is used to configure and manipulate MySQL.

The initial setup required to develop this system is described in the following section.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experimental setup includes tools such as Git, Eclipse, Django, Python, on local computer. Eclipse is used to create .py format application for our Proposed System in Django Framework with Python 2.7 and test them on Cloud client. Git is a version control tool. It is used to upload and download application files created using Django on Cloud from Cloud Client The source files are PUSHED (uploaded) on Cloud and PULLED (downloaded) from the same drive. Git creates automatic log versioning of PUSH and PULL commands. The system is built with following configuration for the experimental setup as follows:

4.1 Django
Django is a high-level Python Web framework that encourages rapid development and clean, pragmatic design. It’s free and open source. [5] The Proposed System application is built under Django framework with Python. It helps making the code easy by using built in libraries and features which bring benefit to the Proposed System. The Proposed System requires scalability, as users such as Patients and Doctors increases over time, Django provides best scalability features.

4.2 Openshift
Cloud based Health First is hosted on Openshift where all the python application of Cloud based function are stored. The application supports MySQL which enables it to store application data in MySQL format on Openshift host storage.

4.3 Mysql
MySQL is an open-source relational database management system. With Openshift it can be easily deploy and run applications backend by MySQL using Cloud servers and frameworks. Openshift Online currently supports MySQL 5.1 and 5.5. [6] The Proposed System comprises of storage of data such as medical records and login information. This data is stored using MySQL which is available in Openshift. The experimental setup requires safe and secure data with availability, also with Django it makes sure the data is secure and Cloud makes the data available all the time. We have concluded the core concept of the complete system in the following section.

5. CONCLUSION
This paper, presents a Cloud based Health First System which maintains user privacy, such that medical records can only be accessed by the authorized Doctors and the Patients. The information is maintained and stored by the proposed Health First system. This proposed model helps in organizing the records such as prescription, x-rays and other types of reports in the cloud. This would eliminate the need to maintain records separately. Only the Doctor can upload and edit the records whereas Patients can only view his/her health or medical records. This paper also includes the architecture for the working model of the Cloud Based Health First System in detail.

Future Scope may include of features such as integrated Blood bank System. This can be used at the time of Emergency.
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